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YOU REALIZE YOU’VE LEARNED BASICALLY 
NOTHING IN THIS LIFE WHEN
MRB Chelko

You slip bare feet in spring boots 
to attend the MLK protest
because the sun is shining so it can’t be 
that cold. Though the forecast says
20 degrees, what does it know 
of your incredible resilience? 
And when you give up too soon 
on the idea of freedom, miserable 
and frozen, and duck into a café 
to thaw with hot chocolate,
you don’t check the temperature 
of the liquid you pass with a smile
to your young daughter 
who sips and burns her tongue, eyes wide
with betrayal. You hold her 
as she cries, sorry again and again, 
then journey to pick up the stool 
you’ve ordered online, perfect 
for her little desk, 
and bring it home to discover 
it’s absurdly oversized. 
You tell the stool
you’re sorry, too. Perhaps
it would be happier 
as an end table? 
Perhaps with this vase 
of dried flowers in its lap? 
Small mistakes, 
you tell yourself. 
We all know love—
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for the world, for family—
is not transmitted 
through perfection. 
The children screaming, now, 
with terror and delight 
outside the window, playing 
some game from which the only escape 
is to collapse or be captured, 
run with the full power 
of their bundled little bodies, 
never asking: Is this the right thing to do?

MRB CHELKO
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THE SNAIL  
MRB Chelko

Imagine so much contact. Commitment to a place. 

To spread yourself across the ground. Your actual body. 

Your belly. To touch is to move away. Beneath the weeds. 

The fingers of children. Deployed

from the sky. Antennae. What reaches up.

Begs to be touched. Today. I’ve taken one bath. 

And already I want another. To be wet all over. 

To feel almost nothing until content creeps in 

and again I want to be a good mother 

or lover. The word asshole

enters my life from someone else’s apartment. 

A door slams overhead. Most fights 

are over nothing. Most of the world’s poems

are not worth reading. I have loved you all this time. 

But have rarely bothered to show it. 
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